
Fundamental Movement Skills (FMS) are
gross motor skills that are the building

blocks of movement.
FMS are very important to a child’s physical

development. When confident and
competent in these skills,

 children can develop sport-specific and
complex movement skills. 

 
Most importantly, with a firm grasp of the

FMS, a child may enjoy a long life of
physical activity.

FMS are skills such as: balancing, running,
jumping, throwing, kicking, striking,

catching and wheeling.

Physical literacy is merely about
developing the fundamental

movement skills that all
children need, such as running,

hopping, throwing, catching
and jumping. These movement

skills in turn give kids the
confidence to participate in
different physical activities,

sports, and games.
 

(https://activeforlife.com)

"Physical literacy is the motivation,
confidence, physical competence,

knowledge, and understanding to value
and take responsibility for engagement in

physical activities for life."
- The International Physical Literacy

Association, May 2014

(https://coach.ca/nccp-fundamental-movement-skills)



Each month, we will highlight one Fundamental Movement Skill and
provide key points and cuing words you can use to help teach that

Fundamental Movement Skill to your child. 
 This month's Fundamental Movement Skill is...

(NCCP Fundamental Movement Skills: Improving children's lives through physical literacy, 2011)

There is no use of the arms
The push is mostly off one leg, not
two together

Key Points:
1.
2.

 
Key words to use to get to next stage:
"Push Hard" & "Lean Forward"

There is no arm backswing
The arms do not swing forcefully
up over the head.

Key Points:
1.
2.

Key words to use to get to next stage:
"Arms back"
"Swing arms and push"
"Explode with legs"

 



Here's an activity to do as a family
that focuses on physical literacy! 

Be sure to watch the video to listen to
the Yorkton Public Library 

read a book that relates to the River
Bank Jump Activity.

Once a two foot jump is mastered, encourage your child
to practice jumping on one foot. Remember to switch
feet!

Have a game of leap frog!

Play a game of hopscotch!

Ask your child how far they can jump. Record their jumps
by using painters tape on your floor. Challenge them to
beat their previous record!






